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My invention relates to ejector apparatus
and particularly to that class of ejector ap
paratus which is employed for exhausting
non-condensable fluids from condensers and
5 it has for an object to provide apparatus of
the character designated which shall operate
with an extraordinary degree of economy in
consumption of motive fluid and which shall
at the same time conserve both heat of the
20 gases removed from the condenser as well as
heat of the motive fluid utilized in the ejector
apparatus. Another object is to improve the
construction and arrangement of parts of an
apparatus of the character described. .
l? These and other objects, which will be
made apparent through Qut the further de
scription of my invention, may be attained
by the employment of the apparatus herein
after described and illustrated in the accom
20 panying drawing in which:
Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic arrangement of
a condensing system which embodies i one
form of ejector apparatus constructed in aic
cordance with my invention;
25
Fig. 2 is a side view, partly in section and
K

3)

partly in elevation, of the ejector apparatus
utilized in Fig. 1:
N
Fig. 3 is an endview, in elevation, of the
ejector apparatus shown in Fig. 2; and

Figs. 4 and 5 are sectional yiews taken on
the lines IV-IV and V-V of Fig. 2 respec
tively.
.... .
,
The advantage gained by expanding steam
in turbines to a high vacuum pressure at tlie

tween the two stages of the ejector apparatus,
the motive steam required could be reducedi
from approximately 40 pounds to approxi
mately 12 potlands or about 70 per cent. In
order to further reduce the steâm, consump
tion, re?Ort was then had to making various 60
detailed refinements in the ejectors them
Selves and in this way the amount of motive
steam
equired to remove 1 pound of free dry
air at1"Hg, absolute pressure was ultimate 65
ly reduced to approximately 9 pounds.
I have found, however, that such perform
ance can be materially improved upon by em
ploying an ejector apparatus arranged in
three stages.instead of two and which con 70
sists primarily of three ejectors connected in

Series with inter-coolers and inter-condensers

fitted between the first and second ejectors
and between the second and third ejectors
together with a cooler fitted on the discharge

Side of the third ejector. I have found that 75

With Such a form of ejector apparatus, a de
crease in steam consumption over the best
performance heretofore obtainable of inp
proximately 30 per cent at an absolute pres 80
Sure of 28” Hg, 33 per cent at 29” Hg, 40
pergent at 29.25” Hg., and 63 per cent at
29.5’’ Hg. all referred to a 30” barometer,
can
b? effected.
The increase
in airapparatus
handling
capacity
of a three-stage
ejector
as, compared with a two-stage ejector appa 85

ratus is more pronounced at the lower abso
the super-cooling of the non-condensable va
pors earlier in the cycle as well as the elimi
85 : exhust,
has
imposed
added
duties
upon
the
somea form
of theofmotive
By em
condensing apparatus of power plants uti nation
ployingofSuch
ejectorsteam.
apparatus,
the
lizing turbines as prime movers, and especial efficiency
the entire condensing plant is
dy upon the air removal apparatus of such improved of
as not only does the air ejector con
plants, since the vacuum pressures which it
less motive fluid, but at the same time 905
40 is practicable to utilize are, to a large extent, slime
a higher vacuum is maintained in the con
determined by the efficiency of the air re denser
and conseqnently the efficiency of the
moval apparatus. Tie typë of air removal entire condensing
is increased.
apparatus frequently employed at the pres Referring now toapparatus
the
drawing
for a more
ent timeapparatus,
consists ofeach
a, two-stage
steam jet detailed description of my invention,
I show 100
4? - ejector
stage discharging
in
Fig.
1
a
condenser
10
of
the
conventional
intoWhen
an intermediate
intercooler.
which is provided with a hot well 11 and
such ejectorcondenser
apparatusorwas
first ém- , type
a condensate pump 12 for removing conden
ployed, the intercooler or condenser was not sate
therefrom. Connected to the side of the
itilized and i herce the amount of motive condenser
is a first stage air ejector 13 con
5U steam consumed was relatively high, about nected
a heat exchange device 14. As
40 pounds of motive stean being required to shown into Figs.
5, the heat exchange de
remove 1 pound of free dry air at 1” Hg. vice 14 comprises2 toa shell
15 which is divided
absolute pressure. Subsequently it was found by situitable partition means
int? ai first-stige

that by interposing a citadenser or isoler bi?

lute pressures and this is principally due to
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conserved.
However, in order to fur
cooler and condenser 16, a second-stage con thus reduce
the temperature and volume of
denser and cooler. 17 and an. after cooler 18. ther
air and non-condensable gases as well as
Suitable
cooling tubes 19 extend through each tothe: further
reduce their vapor content, the
of these compartments.
before reaching the outlet 23 are com 70 "
The first-stage ejector 13 discharges into gases
5
pelled to pass over the upper section of tubes
the first stage compartment 16 through an in through
which extraneous water of relatively
let 21 and a second stage ejector 22 removes lower temperature
is circulating. In this
the air and non-condensable gases from the way, the gases are further
cooled, their spe 75
compartment 16 through an outlet 23 which
cific
volume
reduced
and
consequently the
is
remotely
disposed
from
the
inlet
21.
The
10
of
motive
steam
required
in the sec
second stage ejector 22 discharges through amount
ond stage ejector 22 is materially lessened. I
an inlet 24 into the compartment 17 and the have
found that the thermodynamic loss in
air and non-condensable gases all'e, removed
in transmitting some of the heat to the 80
therefrom by a third stage ejector 25 through curred
water passing through the upper
an outlet 26 remotely disposed from the inlet extraneous
is more than compensated for by the
24. The third stage ejector 25, in turm, dis tubes
of the second stage
charges to the compartment 18 through an increase .in. efficiency
- - inlet 27. The compartments 16, 17 and 18 are ejector.
second stage ejector 22 withdraws the
provided with respective drains 28, 29 and 31 airThe
and non-condensable gases from the com
while the compartment 18 is also provided partment
16, further compresses the same and
with a vent 32.
discharges them into the compartment 17
The shell 15 is provided with suitable water wherein
and cooling action
boxes 33 and 34. As shown in Figs. 2, 3 and takes placea condensing
similar to that occurring in the
4, the water box 33 isprovided with two trans Compartment
16. After this, the third- ejec 90
verse division walls 35 and 35' together with
a cold water inlet 36, a condensate inlet 36°
and a condensate outlét38, all arranged in the
manner shown. The other waterbox 34 is

tor 25 removes the air and non-condensable.

gases from the compartment 17 and further
compresses then to atmospheric pressure
which they are discharged to the inlet
also provided with a division wall 30 and a after
of the compartment or after-cooler 18. In
3) cold water outlet 37 while its lower portion is 27
the latter compartment, the motive steam
so arranged that the conden Sate received from utilized
third-stage ejector is condensed
the central portion of the tube, nest l'eturns and the inairthe
and non-condensable gases vented
through the lower portion of the tube nest. to the atmosphere,
through the vent 32. All
Condensate is supplied to the inlet 36". from
the condensate pump 12 through a conduit condensate or drainage accumulating in the
16, 28,29
17 andand
i 1$ 31is toremoved
39. The tubes in the compartments 16 and compartments,
the drains
proper
17, therefore, receive two cooling media, the through
portions ?f the power plant as determined by
upper region of tubes in each compartment their
respective tennperatures and pressures.
receiving water entering the inlet 36 and the From
the foregoing it will be apparent that
40 lower region of tubes receiving water enter
I haye invented a form of ejector apparatus
ing the imet 36.
·
operating efficiency than
The operation of the above embodiment of which has aofgreater
this character heretofore em
my invention is as follows: Upon exhaust apparatus
ployed. In this connection, applicant wishes
steam being admitted to the condenser 10, to
emphasize that this added efficiency is ob
condensate is created and this is removed by tained
by merely adding an additional
means of the condensate pump 12 and dis ejector not
two-stage ejectors of the present :
charged to the inlet 36 of the ejector appa type, buttothat
it is obtained by So arranging
ratus. All air and non-condensable gases ac and proportioning
apparátus
that cool 15
cumulating in the condenser are wi?hdrawn ing and condemisingthe
of
the
gases
discharged
50) by the first stage ejector 13, Comita and
the initial ejector take place very early
discharged into the first stage cooler and con by
in the cycle and in this way, the volume of
denser 16 through the inlet 21, Within the gases
by Subsequent ejectors is mate
compartment 16 the motive steam utilized in riallyhandled
reduced. At the same time, as these 12)
this ejector 13 is condensed. and the air and gases are
reduced in volume, the motive fluid
55 non-condensable gases lowered in tempera
required by the ejectors is lessened propor
ture before being withdrawn through the out tionally
and Consequently the entire appara
let 23 by the second stage ejector 22.
tus
has
a
much improved efficiency. While
It will be moted that the fluid in passing I have shown
an arrangement wherein the 25
from the inlet 21 to the outlet 23 is first coolers
and
condensers
16 and 17 have both
60 brought into contact with a nest of tubes
and extraneous water circulating
through which condensate discharged by the condensate
nevertheless, it is to be under
pump 12 is circulating. In this way, the heat therethrough,
of condensation of the motive steam utilized stood that it is within the purview of my in
vention to employ either condensate or ex
in the ejector is absorbed by the condensate traneous
water singly or any combination of
discharged by the pump 12 and the heat is
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both or any other suitable cooling medium.
It will thus be seen that I have provided
a single piece of apparatus embodying the
three similar and separate chambers 16, 17
and 18, respectively, each of which is rectan
gular, or oblong in cross-Section and thus,
provides
for the proper het. transfer with
minimum of tube surface. By arranging the
chambers 16 and 17 with the wider “of their
lateral sides upright, and arranging the lower
chamber 18 with the narrower of its sides up
right, a very compact and yet simple con
struction is provided as Well as one which
requires a relatively small amount of space.
By virtue of my novel arrangeunent, it is

3

cross section and contiguous to the remaining
chambers, heat-transfer tubes in each cham

ber, and means for passing gaseous media up

wardly through two of said chambers in 7 ()
series.
3. In a heat exchanger of the type de
scribed, the combination of a shell, means di
viding the shell into three chambers, each of
said chambers being rectangular in cross sec
tion, two of said chambers having their wider
0
sides disposed upwardly, another of Said
chanubers having its wider sides disposed
transversely and the upper of its wider sides
contiguous to the lower of the narrower sides 80)
of said two of said chambers, heat transfer
possible to so dispose the induction and the tubes disposed in each of said chambers, and
means for passing gaseous media upwardly
eduction ports of the two upper chambers through
said two of said chambers in series
16 and 17 as to provide for passing the gasé
and then transversely through said another 85
ous media upwardly so that it passes first over of
said chaumbers.
20 the warmer tubes carrying - condensate and
4. A heat exchanger of the type described
then over the cooler tubes which carry ex comprising
a shell, said shell being rectangu
traneous cooling media. In this way it is as larin cross section,
à partition extending lon
sured that gaseous media in passing through gitudinally and transversely
of the shell be 90)
these chambers will not be heated by con tween the sides thereof, an upright
densate dropping from tubes highel" up, for extending longitudinally of the shellpartition
be
as the gaseous m?dia progreSSes through each tween the upper side thereof and saidand
trans
chamber it comes into a region where the verse partition, the shell and the partitions
cooling surface is at a lower temperature. being so constructed and arranged as to pro
Hence, in each instance, the gaseous media
30 will not be heated, but rather cooled by a vide three separate chambers within the shell,
of tubes traversing each of the sepa
rain of condensate. While gaseous media, a nestchambers,
º means providing an induc
in passing transversely across the lower' rate
tion port in an outer side wall of each of the
chamber 18, is not cooled by condensate fall separate
and means providing an
ing from upper tubes, neither is it heated, eduction chambers,
port in an outer wall of each of 100
since in this chamber condensate drips di said chambers,
eduction port for each
rectly across the path of flow of the gaseous chamber being "the
remote
from the induction
media. ' "
of the same chamber.
A still further economy is effected in the port
of the type described
overall spacial requirements for my heat 5. A heataexchanger
shell, said shell being rectangu 105
exchange apparatus by arranging the steam comprising
lar incross section, a partition extending lon
operated ejector pumps vertically at the side,3 gitudinally
and transversely of the shell be
thereof, while at the same tirne it will be ob
the sides thereof, an upright partition
served that ejectors, when so disposed, are tween
extending longitudinally of the shell and be l l (3
most effective and efficient in operation.
tween
the upper side thereof and said trans
45
While I have shown my invention in but
partition, the shell and the partition be
one form, it will be obvious to those skilled verse
ing so constructed and arranged as to pro
in the art that it is not so limited, but is vide
separate chambers within the shell,
susceptible of various changes, and modifica a nestthree
of tubes traversing each of the separate ll:5
tions, without departing from the spiritthere chambers,
means "providing induction ports
50 of, and I desire, therefore, that only such
the outer side walls of the upper chambers
limitations shall be placed thereupon as- are in
imposed by the prior art oras, al'e specifi and adjacent the transverse partition, means
cally set forth in the appended claims. " " "; providing an eduction port in the upper
What I claim is:- .
, wall of each of the upper chambers, ând 20
providing - an induction port in one
5
1. In a heat exchanger of the - type de *means
said
wall
lower chamber and an educ
scribed, the combination of a shell, meains di tion port ofinthe
the
viding the shell into three adjacent cham lower chamber. opposite side wall of said
bers, water tubes in each chamber, and means 6. A heat exchanger of the type described
for passing gaseous media through all of Said comprising a shell, said shell being rectangu
chambers in series and upwardly through two lar in cross section, a partition extending lon
of said chambers. .
and transversely, of the shell be
2. In a heat exchanger of the type de gitudinally
tween
the
sides
thereof. an upright partition
scribed, the combination of a shell, means di extending longitudinally
of the shell and be
viding the shellinto three adjacent chambers,
| 65 each of said chambers being rectangular in tween the upper side thereof and said trans
)

4.
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verse partition, the shell and the partitions ranged between the first and second stage

being so constructed and arranged as to pro
vide three separate chambers within the shell,
a nest of tubes traversing each of th? Sepa
rate, chambers, means providing induction
ports in the outer side walls of the upper
chambers and adjacent the transverse parti

ejectors andl between the i second and third

the upper afi of each of the upper chambers
and adjacent the uprightpartition and means
providing an induction port in one side Wall
of the lower chamber andan eduction port
in
the opposite side . .- wall
of Said. . .lower
chamber.
- .
7. A heat exchanger of the type described

parallel in one pass.

Stage ejectors, an after i cooler - arranged to
receive media discharged from the third
stage ejector, and means for passing con
densate received from the condenser in first
and Second passes through the inter and after
tion, means, providing an eduction port. in coolers, the intercoolers being i arranged in

comprising a shell, said shellbeing rectangu

lar in cross i section, a partition extending
longitudinally and transyersely of the shell
between the sides thereof, an upright parti

tion extending longitudinally of the she
and between the upper side thereof and Said
transverse partition, the shell and the parti
tions being so º constructed and arranged as
to providè three separate chambers within
235 the shell, a nest of tubes traversing each of
the separate chambers, means providing in
duction ports in the outer side, walls of the
upper chambers and adjacent the transvelse
partition, means providing, an eduction, port
in the upper wall of each of the upper cham
bers, means providing an induction, port in
an outer sidewall of the lower chamber, and
means providing an eduction portin another
outer
side wall of said lower chamber and ad
33 jacent said transverse partition.
8. A device according to claim 4, and means

for passing Cooling media of substantially the
same temperature through the upper tubes of
the upper chambers in parallel, and means
for passing condensate through the lower
tubes of the upper chambers in parallel and
then, through the tubes in the lower chamber.
9. A device according to claim 4, and a
steam-operated ejector pump connected be
tween the eduction port of one of the upper
chambers and the induction port of the other

5

60

M

12. The combination. with a condenser, of
means i for withdrawing i non-condensable
media:from the condenser including first, sec

~

11. The combination with a condenser, of

75

ond and third stage ejectors, inter-coolers ar
ranged between the first and second stage
ejectors and between, the second and third 80
stage ejectors, an after cooler arranged to
receive media discharged = from: the third
stage ejector, and means for passing - con
densate received from the condenser first in e
parallel through the inter-coolers i and then 85
through the after cooler.
.
18.; The combination with a condenser, of
means for withdrawing i non-condensable
media from the condenser including a first
Stage ejector, a first inter-cooler having its 90)
lower portion receiving media discharged
from the first-stage ejector, a second-stage
ejector for withdrawing media from the up
per portion of the first inter-cooler, a second
inter-cooler having its lower portion receiv 95
ing media discharged from the second ejector,
a third Stage ejector for, withdrawing media
from
the upper portion of the second inter
cooler, an after cooler. for receiving media
discharged from the third-stage ejector, and 0)
means for passing condensate received from
the condenser in first and second passes^
through the inter and after coolers, the inter

coolers being arranged in parallel in one pass.

14. The combination with a condenser, of 05
means for withdrawing, non-condensable me
dia from the condenser including a first-stage
ejector, a first inter-cooler having its lower
portion receiving media discharged from the
first-stage ejector, a second-stage ejector for l0 :
withdrawing media from the upper portion
of the first inter-cooler, a second inter-cooler
having its lower portion receiving media dis
charged
from the second ejector, a third stage
ejector for withdrawing media from the up
per portion of the second inter-cooler, an
after cooler for receiving media discharged
from the third-stage ejector, means for pass
ing condensate received from the . condenser
in first and second passes through the lower 120)
portions of the inter-coolers and through the
after cooler, the inter-coolers being arranged
in parallel in one pass, and means for passing
cooling water derived from a separate source

of the upper chambers, and a steam-operated
ejector pump connected between the eduction
port of said other of the upper chambers and
the induction port of the lower chamber.
10. A device according to a claim 4, and
steam-operated ejector pumps for translating
gaseous media to each of said chambers, each
pump being arranged to exhaust through the
induction port of one of Said chambers,
means for transferring heat from i motive
fluid exhausted into the chambers to con
densate from a condenser, and means for
cooling gaseous media in the upper chambers
to a lower temperature than that of the Con through the upper portions of the inter
densate from the condenser.

0

coolers.

N

25

W

15. The combination with a condenser, of

means for withdrawing non-condensable means for withdrawing non-condensable me
media from the condenser including first, Sec dia from the condenser including a housing
ond and third stage ejectors, inter-coolers ar embÓdying upper parallel first and second in

30
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in parallel in one pass, upper tube nests in
chamber, a first-stage ejector arranged to the upper portions of the inter-coolers, and
withdraw non-condensable media from the means for passing cooling water derived
a separate source through said upper
condenser and to discharge such media into from
5 the lower portion of the first inter-cooler mests.
chamber, a second stage ejector for with 17. The combination with a condenser, of
drawing media fronu the upper portiom of the means for withdrawing non-condensable ne
first inter-cooler chamber and for discharg dia from the condensel including a housing
ing media into the lower portion of the sec embodying upper parallel first and second
ond inter-cooler chamber, a third-stage ejec intel-cooler chambers and a lower after cool
tor for withdrawing media from the upper er chambel', a first-stage ejector arranged to
portion of the second inter-cooler chamber Withdraw non-condensable media from the
and for discharging media into the after cool condenser and to discharge such media into
er chamber, mests of tubes altranged in the in the lower portion of the first inter-cooler
ter and after cooler chambers, and means for chamber, a second stage ejector for with
passing condensate received from the con drawing media from the upper portion of the
densel' in two passes through the tube nests first inter-cooler, chamber and for discharg 60
of the inter and after coolers, the nests of the ing media into the lower portion of the sec
inter-coolers being arranged in parallel in Ond inter-cooler chamber, à third-stage ejec
tor for withdrawing media from the upper
One paSS.
16. The combination with a condenser, of portion of the Second inter-cooler chamber
means for withdrawing non-condensable me und fol' discharging media into the after
dia from the condenser including a housing coolel' chamber, nests of tubes altranged in
emanbodying upper parallel first and second the intel' and after coole' chambers, means
intell-cooler chambers and a lower after cool for passing COndiensate received from the con
er chamber, a first-stage ejector arranged to densel in first and second passes through 70
withdraw non-condensable media from time the tube nests Of the inter and after coolers,
tube nests of the inter-coolers being ar
condenser and to discharge such media into the
the lower portion of the first intell-cooler l'anged in parallel in One pass, upper tubes
chamber, a second stage ejector for with nests in the upper politions of the Inter-cool
drawing media from the upper portion of the ers, means for passing Condensate received 75
first inter-coolel' chamber and for discharg from the condeluser first in parallel through
ing media into the lower portion of the sec tlhe tube nests of the inter-coolers and then
omd inter-cooler chamber, a third-stage ejec through the tube nuest of the after cooler,
35 tor for withdrawing media from the upper Separate tube nests all'anged in the upper
portion of the second inter-cooler chamber portions of the inter-cooliers, and Imeans for 80
and for discharging media into the after cool passing cooling water derived from a sepa
ter-cooler chambers and a lower after cooler

40

er chamber, mests of tubes arranged in the in rate source through the last-named tube
ter and after cooler chambers, means for nests.
passing condénsate l'eceived from the con In testimony whereof, I have hereunto sub
denser in first and second passes through the Scribed inny name this twenty-fourth day of
tube nests of the inter and after coolers, the September, 1926.
DAVID W. R. MORGAN.
tube nests of the inter-coolers being arranged

